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Broadening the base,

deepening the commitment
Roger Startin, Joint Managing Director, Bristol Uniforms, describes his company as
being a business built on innovation and product design

T
he emergency services, despite their

collective focus on saving lives, reducing

personal injury and minimising property

damage, have not escaped the impact of the

current economic difficulties. Throughout the

UK economy, as well as in many Euro zone

countries, the financial effects of low growth

on available budgets in both the private and

public sectors has been profound and

damaging. When competition is particularly

fierce, scope for lifting prices in line with cost

increases becomes increasingly difficult. The

challenge for providers of goods and services

has increasingly become focused on driving

up product value and offering enhanced

service levels. 

Difficult times call for imaginative solutions.

Not for the first time in our recent history has

the pressure of recession become the driver

of innovation as companies seek to achieve

long-term sustainability by delivering more

for less and gaining competitive advantage.

The alternatives – cutting prices and reducing

margins – only serve to decimate profits. Low

profitability, in turn, impacts adversely on

available funds for reinvestment in research

and new product development leading, in

turn, to more limited scope to compete

through product or service improvement or

differentiation.

Bristol, as a major player in the global

market for emergency services PPE, has

always seen innovation and product

development as the route to sustained

growth. Since Bristol pioneered the first

bunker coats and trousers, it has been at the

forefront of developments in firefighter

personal protection including involvement in

drafting the first Home Office A26

specification, the first EN standard in 1995

and being the first to adopt Nomex Delta T. 

This strategy has fostered a programme of

continuous research and development which

has brought to market a succession of class-

leading products and services. These have

included innovative structural PPE garments

including the Classic, Wessex and the new,

lighter weight design Ergotech™ style in

2003. Most recently, XFlex™ with ECO-dry™,

Bristol’s new structural fire garment system,

has continued this tradition. These have

supported, and enhanced, its growing brand

strength and reputation in both UK and

overseas markets.

2011 will also see the launch of more new

products for both the fire and ambulance

markets. The new XFlex™ system provides

the basic design principles for new urban

search and rescue (USAR) PPE. A new fleet suit

will be launched to meet the new European

Marine Directive (MarED) coming into force

in December. An all-new technical rescue coat

and trouser combination has been introduced

for the UK Ambulance Service’s HARTs.

Central to the successful development of

leading edge, innovative PPE is the level of

collaboration between manufacturer and

materials supplier. Multi-layer garments which

characterise most high performance

protective PPE require the manufacturer’s

design skills to marry together the best

available components and the material

manufacturer’s technical capabilities to

provide the highest performing individual

layers. 

Garments which offer the most effective

protection against a range of harmful

elements must create composites in which

individual components complement each

other, thereby achieving the most efficient

combination of performance and cost.

Firefighter technical garments need to protect

and preserve. Protection needs to be provided

to the wearer against heat, flame, moisture

ingress, pollution hazards and physical injury.

At the same time, the wearer’s optimum

physiological condition needs to be preserved

for as long as possible. Sustaining physical

performance requires internal heat and

moisture generated by the body under stress

to be released as effectively as possible.

Given these potentially conflicting

requirements, it is not difficult to see just how

important it is to achieve the right level of

cooperation between PPE manufacturer and

materials supplier. Bristol has identified and

carefully selected its primary suppliers by

recognising several key components. These

include a commitment to continuous research

and development, ability to work

collaboratively based on shared values and

world class technical performance. 

Evidence of successful cooperation can be

seen in Bristol’s ability to deliver major

XFlex™ in Hainsworth Atlas™
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contracts secured through the offer of

innovative solutions, resilience and reliable

long-term support services. Examples include

the Integrated Clothing Project, partnering

with PBI Performance Products, and London

Fire Brigade and West Midlands Fire Service,

partnering with Dupont and Hainsworth

whose outer layer fabrics provided the

successful formula in conjunction with

moisture barriers from WL Gore and reflective

trim from 3M. Another significant milestone

was reached recently with the successful

completion of a collaborative project with

Hainsworth to produce ECO-dry, an

innovative, state-of-the-art thermal barrier.

Bristol’s corporate identity has become

more widely recognised in principal world

markets for emergency services PPE. At the

same time it has seen growth in the value of

its major brands as its international reputation

has been increasingly built on product

design, innovation and quality. 

UK Markets

Harnessing its technical skills, product design

experience and manufacturing capabilities,

which have together been the foundations of

the company’s successful growth in the fire

market, to the production of PPE to the wider

emergency services market was a natural

progression for Bristol. 

Over the past five years, both the

ambulance and police have recognised the

contribution improved technical garments

can make to the protection and safety of their

frontline staff. Now, increasingly required to

work in multi-agency teams, in a variety of

hazardous environments, our public order

crowd control (POCC) police units and

ambulance hazardous area response teams

(HART) are becoming better equipped to

work with the Fire Service to save lives. This

was vividly illustrated during August’s riots in

London, and other major cities, when

rescuing those caught up in burning

buildings and vehicles, injured by projectiles

and contaminated by noxious fluids.

Designated Hot Zones, involving the

presence of heat and flames, require special

protective clothing to enable first responders

to help people caught up in such situations

either before, or when, firefighters reach the

scene.

For the Ambulance Service, this has meant

the development, training and deployment of

HARTs across the UK, equipped with technical

rescue garments designed for safe access to

high-risk environments. Bristol, as a

Department of Health accredited supplier,

has, since 2008, been providing these

specialist teams with green coats and trousers

which provide protection against rain,

hydrocarbons and blood borne pathogens. 

The police have begun to issue some

officers with protective garments, similar to

search and rescue (USAR) PPE for attending

incidents involving multi-agency initial

assessment teams (MAIAT). For POCC

deployments, a recent initiative by West

Yorkshire Police, in the form of a framework

agreement, has made progress towards

achieving improved accessibility for female

officers by including a two piece specification

for riot gear PPE.

Service Developments

Other developments, opening up new and

more flexible procurement solutions, have

included managed services and garment

leasing. Bristol has been a leader in

emphasising the importance of the cost of

ownership of PPE rather than the more

traditional procurement approach of focusing

on purchase cost alone. Tighter budgets have

become a reality for all emergency services

which are being expected to make squeezed

funding go further. 

With the emphasis on retaining frontline

resources, new ways of procurement can, and

are, securing significant savings. Best value is

obtained by looking at the lifetime cost of

ownership of assets which can only be

optimised by taking into account all the

relevant factors associated with procurement.

For any of the emergency services procuring

high performance, high value PPE and

accessories, these require consideration of

purchase price and how long they will last.

Assets need to be maintained and serviced to

obtain optimum longevity. The costs of

premature disposal can be more than offset

by using managed services to clean,

decontaminate and repair garments – a

process which also maintains the protective

integrity of the garments, and health and

safety of the wearer. Fire service employers in

most developed economies are moving to

provide safer working environments, in turn

creating a real opportunity for UK

manufacturers to benefit further in

international markets.

Adopting imaginative financing methods

can also bring benefits. A lease option can

provide a pay-as-you-go solution, requiring
XFlex™ in PBI 

Bristol Uniforms’ new website 
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only that proportion of any asset’s life

expended in each revenue year, plus funding

costs, to be met from that year’s budget. By

moving the costs of ownership from capital

expenditure to revenue expense, significant

budgetary benefits can accrue to local and

health authorities. This has been evidenced

by the increasing number of fire and rescue

authorities opting for Bristol’s fully managed

service (FMS) through which PPE is leased

and serviced under a single contract. 

Efficiency Gains Through Remote Access

The growing interest being shown by both

fire and ambulance sectors in having a fully

integrated PPE service has been enhanced by

the increased use of online services allowing

24/7 access to management information.

Bristol’s wardrobe management, online

garment tracking and stock management

services all provide added value benefits for

users. 

Online Tracking

Bristol’s managed services system provides

users with a round-the-clock facility to

condition check every item of PPE as well as

its location. With each item uniquely

identified with a barcode, users are able to

track their PPE throughout its active service

life. Routine, and ad hoc, servicing is fully

recorded allowing a complete service history

to be accessed. All repairs, washes and

inspections are recorded along with a

summary of the costs incurred, facilitating

budget updates as required.

Wardrobe Management

Our wardrobe management system (WMS)

provides customers with a secure, faster and

easier means of managing their clothing and

related accessories at any time, night or day.

Exclusive access to their own account

provides a confidential portal through which

new orders can be placed and the delivery

status of current orders checked.

Management reports can also be accessed

online. Depending on the preferred level of

authority within any organisation, access to

place orders, within a pre-determined policy,

can be cascaded down to a local or individual

wearer level. Delegation of stock

requisitioning can help reduce the need for

purchasing departments to carry out low level

procurement activities.

Stock Management

The stock management system (SMS)

provides customers with ready access to all

clothing options and is of particular benefit to

those either wanting, or needing, to acquire

PPE on demand. Originally devised for use by

London Fire Brigade’s new Bristol

Nomex structural PPE 

London Fire Brigade’s Bristol USAR kit 
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London Fire Brigade, this service is available

in a tailored format to suit other emergency

services PPE users and is expected to help

authorities to further streamline ease of

access, save time and reduce costs. 

Exporting for Growth

Bristol Uniforms is no stranger to distant

markets. The company has been exporting

clothing for well over 160 years. This

unparalleled experience in meeting the needs

of overseas markets, many with quite

different climatic, political and economic

environments, has helped Bristol establish

itself as the brand of choice in many

countries, achieved with the invaluable

support of a global network of distributors

who have become integral to its ability to

meet customers’ varied needs. 

The careful selection, training and

management of a growing family of over 70

distributors has been pivotal to the

company’s international expansion.

Establishing market security has been made

possible by harnessing their local market

knowledge and experience. This collaborative

approach, carefully nurtured over many years,

characterises the working relationship which

the company enjoys in many countries. 

Its effectiveness can be illustrated by the

major fire and rescue PPE contracts won in

recent years, along with the many smaller

orders secured from local municipal

organisations. Examples include the

Community of Madrid; Yvelines Paris;

Barcelona; Skopje; Qatar, Bahrain, Saudi

Arabia and Abu Dhabi Civil Defence; Air

Services, Australia; plus contracts in Brazil,

Chile and the Netherlands. 

Overseas distributors gather every two

years at Bristol’s three-day conference

Bristol Uniforms’ managed services garment inspection and washing machine

Hereford and Worcester Fire and Rescue Service’s ICP structural kit-tender and ladder

designed to foster international networking

and provide product training and technical

presentations on materials, PPE design and

standards. 

With several major fire and emergency

services exhibitions held annually in major

world cities, Bristol takes the opportunity to

exhibit in support of its distributor network

and to meet potential new customers and key

decision makers from the countries

represented at these shows and conventions.

Amongst these are Intersec in the Gulf, FDIC

in the USA, Interschutz and A+A in Germany,

Fire Asia in Hong Kong and AFAC in Australia. 
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